Art is for everyone & that includes kids!

COCA’s *Art Exhibit Treasure Hunt* is entertaining and educational for little ones and parents alike. There are so many fun things to discover and talk about, together. Each question gives children a purpose for looking more closely at the artwork and lets kids use their curiosity and imaginations. Go ahead, get lost in an artistic adventure. Just remember, art explorers use their eyes not their hands. Good luck and happy hunting!

**Can you find...**

- A row of scooters? How many can you count?
- Stitch on an adventure?
- A man on a snake?
- A grumpy blue fish?
- A man with pretzel legs?
- Transformers?
- Some dinosaurs?
- What’s your favorite artwork in the whole exhibit?
- What do you like about it?
- What kind of story can you tell about it?